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PREFACE

In January, 1844, Charles Augustus Murray's The Prairie-Bird
was published in three volumes in London by R. Bentley.
reissued, this time as a single volume.
on the 1845 printing.

In 1845 It was

The present edition is based

There has been no attempt to correct the numer

ous typographical errors of that edition.
In preparing this edition I have been Interested primarily in
studying the contrast between Murray's account of his actual experiences
in the Pawnee country in 1835, published in his Travels in North Ameri
ca, and his use of such material in his romance of Indian life.

Anno

tations have been supplied only for those sections of The Prairie-Bird
developing the major plot.
I would like to express my gratitude to Olin Library of Washing
ton University for having allowed me to use its copy of The Prairie-Bird
for reproduction and for other scholarly considerations.

I am indebted

to the Lovejoy Library of Southern Illinois University, Edwardsville,
for the 1854 edition of Travels in North America and for many other spe
cial courtesies.

I also received valued assistance from the St. Louis

Public Library, the Missouri Historical Society, the St. Louis Mercan
tile Library, and the Library of Congress.
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INTRODUCTION:
CHARLES AUGUSTUS MURRAY AND THE WESTERN FRONTIER
I

The literary exploration of the western frontier was just begin
ning in the 1830's.

Washington Irving in 1832 had been the first notable

writer to cross the Mississippi River, His young nephew John Treat Irv
ing in 1833 visited the Pawnee Indians in their villages and, possibly
inspired by his uncle, wrote a truly perceptive book about the qualities
of Indian life he met and observed.

It is true that these were not the

first books observing the trans-Mississippi West.

A version of the jour-

nals of Lewis and Clark had been published by Biddle in 1814.

Sargeant

Gass's journal had been rushed through the press in 1807, and the jour
nals of John Bradbury and Henry Brackenrldge were printed in 1814 and
1817.

But these were all factual accounts of the Missouri River country.

There was hardly anything about the Plains except for Timothy Flint's
edition of Pattie's journal (1831) on his excursion to the Southwest.
On the western frontier beyond the Missouri there was nothing of impor
tance except the narrative compiled by Edwin James from the papers of
various members of Stephen H. Long's official exploratory expedition in
1819-1820 (published in 1823).
Washington Irving's A Tour on the Prairies (1835) and John Treat
Irving'8 Indian Sketches (1836) were two landmarks in the literature of
exploration beyond the Mississippi.

To their company we welcome Charles

Augustus Murray, who published in 1839 a narrative of his American
iv

V

travels in 1834-1836, and in 1844 a novel, The Prairie-Bird, based in
some part on his personal experiences among the Pawnees in the summer of
1835.

By the first he established a firm place for himself in western

travel literature, and with the latter he contributed a work of fiction
which, though slow moving and vapid for a modern audience, represented
a current type of romance with much appeal to readers for many decades.
It is this contrast between what he saw first hand and reported so effec
tively and the Cooperian style of romance, which has little appeal to us
today but did interest and excite Victorian readers, that gives the novel
a particular value to those students of western Americana interested in
distinguishing the "real" from the "fictional" Indian.

II

Charles Augustus Murray was born at Hamilton, Scotland, Novem
ber, 22, 1806, the second son of George Murray, fifth earl of Dunmore,
and Lady Susan Hamilton, daughter of Archibald, ninth duke of Hamilton.
Little is recorded of his activities as a youth, other than that he had
great interest in classical literature and athletics.

He attended Eton

and Oxford, and at the latter was remembered by students and faculty as
a daring and adventurous youth, having, among other escapades once won
a bet made with a school friend that he and another student could ride
from Oxford to London and back in a single day.

Shortly after receiv

ing the B. A. degree in 1827, he was admitted student of law at Lin
coln's Inn and later read for the bar with Nassau Senior, though he was
never to practice that profession.

His interests were primarily liter

ary, for he was an excellent classical scholar and had formed many last
ing friendships with literary figures.
particularly difficult for him.

Deciding upon a profession was

In the early 1830's he made two unsuc

cessful attempts to enter Parliament, first as representative for the
Falkirk Burghs and later for Hamilton.

A short time afterwards, he

readily accepted his father's proposal that he go to America to investi
gate some American properties which had been willed to George Murray by
his father, Lord Dunmore, the third earl of Murray, and last English
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governor of Virginia.*

The two years that he was to spend traveling on

the American continent are vividly recreated in Travels in North America.
On April 18, 1834, Hurray set sail from Liverpool for New York
on the American ship Waverley. a voyage which was to take him to strange
adventures on the frontier of a young country.

On the 1st of May when

the ship was about 1200 miles out of Liverpool she began to leak badly.
Fortunately, in the steerage section there were 150 emigrant Irish, who,
with the crew and younger passengers, managed to keep the pumps going;
and with half the cargo jettisoned, the ship stayed afloat until reach
ing Fayal, one of the Azore Islands. Murray spent the interim sight
seeing, attending evening parties, and hunting.

The ship sailed for

New York on the 13th of June, suffering no further difficulties other
than being beset by calms, a delay which forced upon them the necessity
of dining for ten days on "mouldy biscuit, salt junk, and a very short
allowance of very foul offensive water."
Upon arriving in New York Murray went to look up his friend,
the British minister, Sir C. Vaughan, whom he eventually found at Rockaway, a resort about twenty miles away. From him Murray obtained infor
mation and introductions which would be useful during his residence in

*For Murray see Sir Herbert Maxwell, The Honourable Sir Charles
Augustus Murray. K. C. B. (Edinburgh: William Blackwood and Sons, 1898);
Selections from the Writings of the Honourable Sir Charles Augustus
Murray, ed. Edith Murray (2 vols.; Edinburgh: William Blackwood and
Sons, 1900); DNB, supplementary volume.
2

Travels in North America During the Years 1834, 1835, and 1836;
Including a Summer Residence with the Pawnee Tribe of Indians in the
Remote Prairies of the Missouri, and a Visit to Cuba and the Azore Is
lands (3d ed., 2 vols.; London: R. Bentley, 1854), I, 53. All refer
ences to this work are to the 1854 3d edition.
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the United States.

Apparently these letters were quite useful, Inasmuch

as the young traveler was well received throughout his two-year visit.
He sojourned in many of America's major cities and was befriended and en
tertained by many eminent families, Including the Wadsworths of Geneseo,
New York, the Clays of Lexington, Kentucky, and the Carters and Randolphs
of Virginia,
On the 17th of August, Murray, anxious to see the country, em
barked in the company of a friend from the British legation, onthe steam
boat Albany on a trip which began with a voyage up the Hudson River.
During the next two months he was to travel by steamboat, railway,saddle
horse, and carriage on a lengthy northern tour.

From Albany he traveled

across central New York State to Niagara Falls, north to Toronto, Canada,
and back through northern New York into Vermont, New Hampshire, and Mas
sachusetts.

Like that of most other travelers who have left accounts,

his commentary is descriptive of America's landscape and inhabitants,
with an analysis of her industry, social institutions, architecture,
customs, and manners.

There is also the customary small-talk on poli

tics, prices, transportation, and weather.

Of this northern tour he in

cludes some brief sketches of the beauties of the countryside—with the
usual encomium on the splendors of Niagara Falls—though he sometimes
compares unfavorably a much-touted scenic spot with some similar point
of interest in his own Scottish Highlands.

In particular he was impres

sed with the accomplishments of two gentlemen of upper New York who had
through their courage and industry constructed in an area recently wil
derness homes and estates "that might vie in comfort and luxury with

ix
any of the villas near London."3

One of these men, a Mr. James Wadswcrth

of Geneseo, was "the respected possessor of a demesne, which many of the
A
proudest nobility of Europe might look upon with envy, ..."
While visiting at the home of Mr. Wadsworth in August, 1834,
Murray met and fell in love with Elizabeth, his nineteen-year-old daugh
ter.

The father refused to give his consent to their marriage, hcwever,

and prohibited any further correspondence between them.

In 1844, on the

death of the father, Murray immediately wrote a letter of proposal to
Elizabeth, which she refused.

She felt that she was no longer young or

attractive (she was twenty-eight) and that he was merely being chival
rous in proposing after such a long separation.

It was only by accident

that he met her again while traveling on a railway car in England in
1850.

They were married a short time later.

died, leaving an infant but a few days old.

The following year she
During the fourteen-year

interval there had been no direct correspondence between them.

Accord

ing to Murray, The Prairie-Bird was his way of declaring his continuing
love for Elizabeth, though in 1844, Murray had little hope that they
could ever marry.3
From his northern Journey Murray returned to New York City,
where he "resolved to spend a few weeks in the enjoyment of the pleasures
of society."®

On the 3rd of October he left for Philadelphia, and

3lbid..

p. 68,

4Ibid.,

p. 70,

sFor

them see Maxwell and Sir Charles Augustus Murray, Selections
from the writings of. .
in addition, Henry Greenleaf Pearson, James
S. Wadsworth of Geneseo (New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1913),
pp. 26-27.
^Travels in North America. I, 91.

X

after a few days there moved on to Washington, where he was to Investi
gate titles to the properties which his father had inherited.

From

there he made a trip into the western part of Virginia, where he ar
ranged for and superintended the surveying of the land tracts, located
near Ronsney.

He returned to Washington to spend the winter. There he

spent many days listening to debates before the houses of Congress.
Like many others, he was much impressed with the oratorical powers of
Clay and Webster.

In March of 1835, with the end of the social season,

he again left the capital city to tour in Virginia, this time in the
area of the James River.
Having been back in Washington again for only a few days, Murray
decided to begin his western tour, "leaving its extent and direction to
be guided by circumstances, and by such information or advice as I might
meet with on the way,"?

On the 19th of May he left for Baltimore, and

proceeded from there to Philadelphia and Pittsburgh, then down the Ohio
River to Cincinnati, Louisville, and St. Louis. In Cincinnati, where
there was a cholera epidemic, he became deadly ill for three days, even
sending a sealed will to Washington with orders for it to be opened on
news of his death. He left the Ohio for a time to visit Lexington.
While a guest at the home of Henry Clay, he met a young man from Germany,
also on his way to St. Louis, who was to become his traveling companion.
Murray gives no description or background for this man and refers to him
as "Vernunft," which is the German equivalent of "understanding" or "in
telligence," obviously a disguise. In the company of this new acquaint
ance, Murray continued on to St. Louis. Their stay there lasted but two
7Ibid.,

p. 152.

xi
days, for they then received word that a steamer was leaving for the
upper Missouri in a few hours and they might not have a similar oppor
tunity for some time. They boarded the steamboat Hancock bound for Port
Leavenworth, and by the 29th of June had reached Liberty, the western
most village in the United States at that time. Here they stopped to
purchase supplies for their frontier adventure. They continued overland
from Liberty to Port Leavenworth on the 2nd of July, reaching it that
night.
On the 4th of July, after viewing the "usual commemoration , , ,
of firing twenty-four guns,"8 Murray received word that 150 Pawnees had
arrived at the fort under the guidance of Major John Dougherty, one of
the principal Indian agents.9 Twelve or so of the chief warriors came
into the messroom. Murray was greatly impressed with their "ease and
dignity, , , . tact and self-possession," though he has seen no Indians"
so wild and unsophisticated as these genuine children of the wilder
ness."10

While attending a feast prepared by the Indians that night,

Murray requested that Dougherty communicate to the Pawnees his desire
to accompany them in their return to their nation. When the Indians
agreed to take him with them, they were diligently warned by the agent
that they should not injure or kill Murray, for he was a "great chief
among white men,... a son or relative of their grandfather {Lord
8Ibld..

p. 209.

9For

him consult index, Reuben Gold Ttawaltes, ed. Early Western
Travels 1748-1846 (32 vols.; Cleveland; Arthur H. Clark Co., 1904-1907).
Por brief biography see Margaret Stauf, "John Dougherty, Indian Agent,"
Mid-America. XVI (January, 1934), 135-146.
10Travels

in North America. I, 209-210.

xii
D u n m o r e J a n d a n y h a r m t o h i m would surely b e avenged. Dougherty a l s o
set down a code by which Murray must conduct himself if he were to avoid
dangerous conflicts with the Indians. He should eat heartily whatever
food the Indians gave him, never allcw them to suspect that he distrust
ed them, and avoid any quarrel, however small.
In preparation for his adventures with the Pawnees, Murray hired
a half-breed interpreter "who spoke very bad French, very good Pawnee,
and no English."12

A youth, John Hardy, the son of the garrison tress

man, was selected as assistant in leading the pack horses and in cook
ing. In addition to these men, there was one Scottish servant who had
accompanied Murray from Scotland to complete the retinue of Murray and
his friend Vernunft. Their party set forth with the Indians on the 7th
of July, The 150 Pawnees included four principal chiefs, two of whom—
Sanitsarish, or wicked chief, and Patalacharo, or man chief, both of the
Grand Pawnees --Murray was to come to know much better.1-*
The next morning after leaving Fort Leavenworth they woksin
heavy fog to find that four of their animals had broken their fasten
ings. While they were searching for these, the Indians proceeded on the
11Ibld..

p. 212,

12ibjd.. p. 213. Murray does not identify this man.
^There are variant spellings of the names of these chiefs.
Sanitsarish is also written: Sa-re-cher-iah. Shar-i-tar-iah, Shah-retah-riche. Sa-re-cher-ish. etc. He is known as the Angry Man, the illNaturad Man. Loup Blanche. White Wolf, etc. Patalacharo is more common
ly written as Pita-le-charo. Pe-ta-le-charo, and Pe-ta-le-sharro. For
them see index, Thwaites, Early Western Travels, and John Francis
McDerraott (ed.), Indian Sketches Taken During an Expedition to the Paw
nee Tribes by John Treat Irving (Norman, Okla.: University of Oklahoma
Press, 1955), p. 123 n, 5, p. 185, n. 1. For Patalacharo, see also
Thomas L. McKenney and James Hall, The Indian Tribes of North America,
ed, Frederick Webb Hodge, (3 vols., Edinburgh, John Grant, 1933), I,
201-217.
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trail without regard for their predicament. Hardy, the young attendant,
and an Italian were sent in pursuit of the animals but did not return un
til the following day, minus the largest of the mules and a "very pretty
little mare" which Murray had intended to use in chasing buffalo. A
council was held to determine whether they should return to the fort to
recover their strays and seek some other opportunity, but the "spirit
of adventure" won out, and they continued to the northwest to overtake
the Pawnees,
Chi the 9th of July they traveled about fifty miles, staying in
the saddle from six o'clock in the morning until nine-thirty at night.
They were delayed when one of the mules fell into water, completely
soaking a good part of the provisions, which had to be repacked. Again
the same mule stopped the procession by bucking off its packs and har
ness, an irritation which was compounded by minor tragedy when the horse
carrying their sole keg of brandy ran away, dragging it across the ground
and spilling part of its contents. They overtook the Pawnees the next
day. Their provisions were spread out to dry, and they later had a
feast when they cooked the wet biscuit and boiled a pot of coffee. The
Indians were living off the roots they managed to dig. Murray comments
on the exceptional fortitude which the Indians had for withstanding
hunger. He later speaks of their voracity as being equally remarkable.
On the 12th of July the weather was rainy. They traveled but a
few miles. Wood and vegetation were giving way to prairie, and flowers
became less abundant. Murray accompanied a small party of Indians on an
elk hunt.

He observed the Indians' failure to take advantage of wind

and position of ground, stating that the Scottish Highlanders were much
superior in that respect, though much inferior in tracking. Although

xiv

of unusual strength and endurance, Murray learned that running across
hills through high grass while trying to keep up with an Indian was no
easy tatk. On the evening of the 13th they forded the Great Nemaha
River, which flows Into the Missouri in the southeastern corner of what
is new Nebraska. He describes the 14th as "hot . . . dreary, and weari
some. Our eyes were not gladdened by the sight of any edible animal;
the only visible creatures being larks, blackbirds, and now

and

then

a hawk or buzzard."1^ A day later while hunting on the banks of the
Blue River, Murray again notes an instance of the Indians1 "want of
skill in hunting,"15 when an Indian showed his head at the wrong time,
frightening away an elk which they had been stalking for some time.
While hunting, they had walked at least twenty miles that day without
making a kill. Murray was gaining much experience in two natural as
pects of the Indians' existence—hunger and physical exertion.
The 15th of July was extremely hot; the soil was becoming more
barren and the grass shorter. This day Murray witnessed an incident
displaying an unusual kindness on the part of an Indian. One of Murray Is
horses had tired out, and the "good-natured old chief (Sa-n^-tsa-rish)
himself remained behind, and with difficulty led on the wearied animal,
and thereby did not reach our nightcamp till an hour after we had fin
ished our supper: this toilsome and harassing task he undertook unasked
and, at the time, unknown to me."*®
^Travels in North America, I, 222.
15Ibld.,

p. 223.

16Ibld..

pp. 223-224.
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Continuing their course, now traveling west-southwest, they
struck a branch of the Kansas River, the Republican Fork. Along its
banks tl.ey searched for the tracks of the Pawnee tribe. It was known
that the tribe had had to cross in that vicinity. For two or three
days they continued the exhausting march, their horses' backs sore, the
weather stifling, and their provisions short. Murray had brought a dog
with him, and he continued to notice the subtle efforts of the Indians
to entice it from his feet, as he lay, ostensibly asleep. Then he woke
one day to find her gone and knew that she had been eaten by hungry In
dians. By this time the other members of Murray's party were talking
of returning to the fort, but he turned a deaf ear to their pleas. They
were exhausted and hungry, and had lost, at least temporarily, all de
sire for further adventures. Finally, as they came near the tribe, a
runner was sent ahead to request that they stop so that they could join
them.
They caught up with the tribe's rear guard on the 20th, after
traveling from three-thirty in the morning until eight-thirty in the
evening. A circle was made up of all the chiefs, each of whom shook
Murray's hand as he was introduced by the interpreter. After being pre
sented with the pipe of hospitality, he gave each chief a weak glass of
brandy, nine parts water to one part brandy. He noticed that the inter
preter precisely reversed those proportions in serving his own dram.
Murray then accompanied the chiefs to the village, where he was given a
warm reception, subsequently receiving, as was customary, invitations
to a half-dozen feasts given in immediate succession. At these, in ac
cordance with proper Indian etiquette for the gracious guest, he gorged
himself beyond any point which he had formerly thought possible. The

xvi

Pawnee village, "movable village" as Murray calls it, consisted of about
600 lodges, the different branches of the tribe occupying different
parts of the village.

During his residence with the tribe, Murray was

to live among the Grand Pawnees in the lodge of Sanitsarish, the one
Indian whom he came to respect and like.
The young Scot soon gained the respect of the Indians by follow
ing strictly the rules of Indian etiquette outlined for him by Dougherty,
the Indian agent.

In addition to behaving appropriately, he had a sin

cere interest in their customs and language; he became passably conver
sant in the Pawnee language in a few weeks.

During these weeks a good

part of his time was spent in hunting, but a few hours were devoted to
readings in the two books which he had brought with him--a volume of
Homer and the Bible.

He spent many hours compiling a Pawnee vocabulary.

The Indians also had to admire, if not fear, Murray's physical strength
and endurance, especially when combined with the rather phenomenal marks
manship he exhibited with his "solid, double-barrelled rifle, weighing
at least twice as much as their fowling-pieces."i7
killed as many as twenty buffalo in a day.

With this rifle he

The year before while he was

in Virginia, this same rifle had gained the respect of professional
hunters in the Allegheny Mountains.

"When I went first among them, they

were rather inclined to jeer at my short light rifle carrying two large
balls; but after a few days in the woods, when they found that I could
frequently hit a running deer, (a shot which they rarely attempted,)
their disrespect for my weapon was much diminished, especially as they
often wounded without killing their deer; while my heavy balls, if they

17lbid.,

p. 222.

xvii

struck, generally gave a mortal, or at least a disabling wound.
Murray was to prove himself capable of vying with the Indians in the
display of their own principal skilis--hunting, riding, walking and
running, and in the endurance of pain, physical exertion, and hunger,
though he had to cede them the honors in eating.
His summer was not, however, without conflict.

Back on the

trail while coming out from Leavenworth, he had had lis first test in
matching his will against that of an Indian. Finding it necessary to
procure a horse to replace the one which Sanitsarish had led into camp,
he struck a bargain with the young chief Patalacharo. The brave was
to have Murray's horse for the loan of a fresh one. Instead of resting
the horse as might have been expected, the Indian forced him on until
he dropped. Patalacharo then demanded that his horse be returned to
him. Murray adamantly refused, having been warned by Dougherty never
to let the Indians intimidate him, or there would be no end of it.
When the young chief became aroused, Murray became rather anxious about
the situation, especially in considering the "Herculean limbs" of the
savage and the knowledge that he was reputed to have already killed
three men. Ultimately, Murray thought it expedient to meet him head
on. He requested that the interpreter inform the disgruntled brave
that he should come and take the horse if he thought he could. Murray
continued to ride the horse. Throughout Murray's stay with the Indi
ans, the young chief's attitude alternated between a contemptuous scowl
and glazed indifference, even though Vernunft resided in Patalacharo*s
lodge and frequently plied him with gifts. Years later Murray was to

18Ibid.,

p. 109.

xviii

use the haughty Patalacharo as the model for Mahaga, the villain of
The Prairie-Bird,
In early August, just before his departure from the Pawnees,
Murray had a similar encounter with the father of the young chief with
whom he had quarrelled, also named Patalacharo, and of no better dispo
sition. This Incident was not connected with the earlier one, for
there was no love between father and son. Murray, again in need of
horses, learned how hard a bargain an Indian could drive when he had
the advantage. Murray had reluctantly agreed to part with his trea
sured spyglass in exchange for a horse which the chief was to send him.
When it was not sent, ha went directly to Patalacharo's lodge to ask
why. Receiving no answer, other than stony indifference, Murray looked
about the lodge until he noticed the glass hanging from the wall. With
the spyglass in hand, Murray turned his back on the chief and walked
out of the lodge, not knowing but that a tomahawk might come hurtling
at his head.
He relates such incidents rather matter-of-factly, and there
appears to be no boast about it, but an author would find it difficult
to create a fictitious hero of more romantic proportions than this ad
venturous and colorful young man. What a contrast there is in pictur
ing Murray as the dapper Scottish gentleman taking tea in the fashion
able salons of Europe and then as he describes himself on the western
prairies!
I was mounted on ray favorite sorrel. ... On ray head was a broadbrimmed low-crowned hat, which from having often performed the
double office of pillow and nightcap by night, and of umbrella by
day, was almost indescribable in respect to form; a blue shirt, and
a black-velveteen shooting-jacket with enormous pockets, stuffed
full of a strange miscellany of requisites. ... I wore neither

xix
neckcloth, braces, nor waistecoat (sic] ; round my waist was a
strong leather belt, in which were stuck my hunting-knlfa and a
brace of pistols in front, and at the side, a short heavy ironhandled cut-and-thrust sword, ... my nether extremities . . .
protected by a pair of stout cordaroy jsicji breeches and buckskin
leggins, • « « in my right hand , , , my faithful double-barrelled
rifle [,] ... my visage . , . tanned nearly of an Indian colour
. . , and . . , ornamented or disfigured by a pair of long mustachios.
It would have bean even more difficult for his friends to iden
tify him as the figure in the following scene: "My knife was not very
sharp, and those only who have seen and proved the skin of this hairy
monster (the buffalo] can judge of the labour of the task.

After an

hour's unremitting work, I succeeded and then went on to open the body.
Without much difficulty I got at the liver, and began to eat, certainly
20
mere like a wolf or Indian than a Christian man."
In a footnote con

cerning this scene ha adds: "I hope the indulgent reader will remember
that I had eaten nothing for forty-eight hours, and that the cravings
of hunger had rendered me almost mad."

Murray had learned that the

line separating the savage from the civilized is at best but a tenuous
one. He was gaining the kind of experience in Indian life that would
be valuable to him later in writing hi3 novel, in setting and annota
tion, if not particularly so In plot and characterization.
On the 22nd of July buffalo were spotted: "all became bustle
and confusion. Some young men went in their gayest attire, other3
vaulted naked on their unsaddled horsesj in all, about a thousand sal21
lied forth in search of the enemy.Eighty buffalo were killed that
19Ibld..

pp. 315*316.

20Ibid..

p. 324.

21Ibid..

p. 244.
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day, In the evening of the same day, a runner from the "out picquets"
spread the warning that a fresh trail had been found and a fleeting
glimpse caught of an Indian of some alien tribe. It was suspected that
there were Arikaras in the area; these Indians, a wild and warlike
tribe noted for their skill in stealing horses, were usually at war
with the Pawnees. That night an Arikara war party stole twenty-six
Pawnee horses, including two of Murray's, one of which later returned.
The following day the Pawnee chiefs sat in council to consider a repri
sal, though they had promised the United States government they would
go on no more raids. Such a practice was, however, a part of the Indi
an's way of life, and Murray saw much that indicated the raids contin
ued.
During this period the Pawnees proceeded to move across the
barren plains in pursuit of buffalo, staying but a few days in each
new location. On the 26th of July the tribe moved on at four o'clock
in the morning In hope of finding water before mid-day.

That night

there was an attack on the village by the Cheyennes, numbering some 150
to 200 braves, also after Pawnee horses. It was a rather daring raid,
since the Pawnee village contained five times that number of warriors.
Murray does not mention any horses being lost on this occasion.
By the end of July, after two weeks in the Pawnee camp, Murray
is no longer writing of the adventure of the buffalo chase and the
color of Indian life. Instead, he dwells on the bad character of the
Pawnees and the coarseness, filth, and monotony of their lives. "Truth
and honesty . , . are unknown, or despised by them," he writes. "A
boy is taught and encouraged to steal and lie, and the only blame or
disgrace ever incurred thereby is when the offence is accompanied by

acsi

detection. I never met with liars so determined, universal, or auda
cious."22
From all the charges he makes against the Pawnaes, Murray ex
onerates Sanitsarish, and he is the subject of some excellent sketches
which indicate the kindness that he and his wives showed their guest.
The preponderance of Murray's material denigrates the Pawnee.

Ha gives

a graphic description of Indian mothers eating the lice from the hair
of their children.

They were considered a delicacy. He vividly recre

ates the instance in which the son of Sanitsarish sinks a knife into
the eye of a fractious horse. Knavery, treachery, stench, filth, and
brutality become the substance of his narrative. For some time the
other members of his party had longed to return to civilization, and by
the first week of August, Murray himself was anxiously arranging for
the trip back to Fort Leavenworth. "We wasted day after day in idle
ness," Murray complains, "and began to be most heartily tired of our
Pawnee friends.
In obtaining horses and guides for the return trip, Murray found
the Indians determined to drive a hard bargain, and he had to pay hand
somely.

They departed from the village on the 8th of August, after a

rather sleepless night for Murray:

"On the night of the 7th I scarcely

slept at all, so tixcited was I at the prospect of our prairie Journey,
and I may add, so delighted at exchanging, even for greater hardships,
the confinement, the vermine, and the dirt of the Pawnee lodges.1

22Ibid..

p. 250.

23Ibid..

p. 288.

24lbid.,

II, 8.
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unfortunate incident occurred on the 9th when Vemunft was thrown and
trampled by his horse, suffering a badly contused arm and a leg injury.
The guides, reluctant to make the trip because of the danger of encount
ering hostile tribes, insisted that the accident was a sign that the
"Great Spirit" did not wish them to continue. Without guides and with
one member of the party hardly capable of traveling, they decided to
return to the Pawnees for a few days. In the village Vemunft1s horse
was traded for a more tractable one, new guides were hired, and since
all were anxious to leave, they set out again on the 11th.
The return trip took twenty-four days.

More than one hundred

pages of Murray's travel narrative are comprised of the adventures in
curred on this hectic and dangerous journey. The geography involved is
difficult to ascertain with any degree of precision, since the area
west of Port Leavenworth was entirely wilderness at that time, with only
names of rivers, when given, and description of terrain as an indication
of position. The distance back to the fort, Murray suggests, was more
than six or seven hundred miles.

This distance is, of course, much

greater than it would have been had they been able to travel in a di
rect line rather than meandering. It then would have been no more than
four hundred miles. It is approximately that distance across the state
of Kansas.

Again their guides left them, and they were only three days

from the Pawnee camp. Murray, acting as his own guide, reached the
Saline River a few days later. The Pawnee camp itself must have been
within or very near what is now the western border of Kansas. They
followed along or near the Saline River for some time before crossing
overland in a northeasterly direction until reaching the Republican
Fork of the Kansas River. Upon crossing the Kansas they discovered
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the trail on which they had come out two months earlier and followed it
back to the fort. They arrived there on the 6th of September and were
quite content to rest t ietly for a few days before returning to St.
Louis.
They reached St. Louis on the 12th of September. After a short
time spent in the social circles of this city, Murray traveled north to
spend a few weeks in the area of the upper Mississippi. He visited the
mines at Dubuque, Iowa, and Galena, Illinois, and pursued his studies
in Indian languages and customs on the reservations of the Winnefagoes
and Menomenees.

He then returned to St. Louis in November for a few

weeks before embarking by steamboat for New Orleans. On the 29th of
December, he left New Orleans for Cuba. He visited there until the
15th of February. By the middle of March he was back in New York City
25
"collecting and compiling the rough notes" which he had written dur
ing the preceding months.
On the 17th of May, he again set out, this time for the western
part of Pennsylvania to visit some coal mines. (That his father's pro
perty in Virginia contained some mines might account for this interest.)
A last foray took him once again into northern New York before returning
to England. A letter which he received on returning to New York (most
likely concerning his father's health, since in a letter written by
Murray later that year he mentions his illness and subsequent death)
made it necessary for him to return horn sooner than he had intended.
In the second volume of the travel account dates become more and more
scarce. There is no date for either his departure from New York or his

25Ibid..

I, 279.
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arrival in England.

A letter to Murray from President Van Buren written

August 5, 1836, indicates that Murray was preparing to leave at that
time.26
It was inevitable that Murray should consider the possibility
of publishing a travel account created from the notes and observations
made on his extensive excursions through the United States and onto its
frontier.

He could hardly have been unaware of the interest in his

material.

To the critique of American life in the tradition of Basil

Hall, Thomas Hamilton and Mrs. Trollops (though he was much more favor
able than any of these writers) he could add the adventure and color
of the life of the savages on the littie-explored American frontier.
His two-volume narrative, Travels in Horth America, was published in
London in 1S39.

It wa3 immediately popular in both Britain and America.

Throughout Britain, ever conscious of the conduct and welfare of her
former colony, and curious of the life of the Indians, readers were
talking of the young Scot who had lived with the Pawnees.

In America,

solicitous of being accepted and approved of by an older culture, readers
ware pleased and grateful for his favorable comments, which did much to
allay the indignation and disappointment of the recent strictures on
American society by Mrs. Trollop®.

Cooper later wrote Murray that had

his grandfather (Lord Dunmore, governor of Virginia) been half so popu
lar in America as he, the British would never have had to leave.^

26}fertin Van Buren to Charles Augustus Murray, Albany, August 5,

1336, in Maxwell, pp, 90-91.
27James Fenimore Cooper to Charles Augustus Murray, Philadel
phia, November 19, 1844, in James Franklin Beard (ed.), The Letters
and Journals of Jaiaes Fenimore Cooper (4 vols., Cambridge, Massachu
setts: Harvard University Press, 1960-1964), IV, 490-491.
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President Van Buren's letter, written before the publication of Travels
in North America, reveals somewhat of the intense desire that America
had for the favorable opinion of their mother country?
The satisfaction you have received from our short acquaintance has,
I assure you, been more than reciprocated on ray part. Casual visi
tors from your country to this are unfortunately so seldom desirous
of seeing things here as they really are, or at least give them
selves so little trouble to do so, and the right disposition in
this regard having been so marked in you, I have, I confess to you,
been not a little anxious about the result of your observations.
My anxiety on this account, relieved in part by the general justice
and frankness of your conversation, is now entirely removed by the
generous and liberal sentiments of your note.
The American reaction to Murray's travel account is well indicated by a
letter to Murray from Waddy Thompson, United States minister to Mexico
(1842-1344):
It is greatly to be regretted that the English travellers who
have written books about the United States have been for the most
part a class who could not obtain admittance . . . into the better
circles either in the United States or in their own country, and
their books are not unfaithful pictures of what they saw. Mrs.
Trollope's book, for example, is a most accurate description of that
portion of our society into which alone could a vulgar woman as she
is obtain an admittance. From gentlemen like yourself ... we
have nothing to fear but just criticism, and that is really a thing
not to be deprecated, more especially when administered as you have
done it, in that spirit in which "a father chasteneth his children."
I do not use too strong a word when I say to you that I love
the man who can see everything in a foreign land as you have seen
and described ours. °
Murray had Indeed created an enthusiastic audience for any fur
ther publications of popular interest. Travels in North America went
into its second edition in 1841, and in 1854 it was issued again, this
time with an author's introduction and additional footnotes.

Murray

was fortunately one of those Britons who, in the manner of Gladstone
28Van

Buren to Murray, Albany, August 5.

29Waddy

Maxwell, p. 91.

Thompson to Charles Augustus Murray, Mexico, 1839, in
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and Disraeli, could, while busily engaged in a political career, pro
duce from time to time a literary work.
In 1338 he was appointed groom-in-waiting to Queen Victoria and
a few months later rose to the position of master of the household.

He

retained that post from 1333 to 1344, when ha entered the diplomatic
service as secretary of legation at Naples. In 1846 he became consulgeneral to Sgypt and in 1853 plenipotentiary to Persia. At this post
he became deeply embroiled in the conflict and political intrigue grow
ing out of the Crimean War and was censured in Parliament and British
newspapers for having handled his duties ineffectively.

Though he was

defended before both houses of Parliament by Lords Palmerston and
Clarendon, his diplomatic career suffered. His subsequent appointments
were minor ones in Saxony, Denmark, and Portugal.

A letter to Lord

Stanley in 1867 expressee his disappointment in receiving the post of
Saxony after his rise to the Persian mission. He felt that his long
service, his knowledge of the Persian, Arabic, and Turkish languages
(he read and wrote fluently in fifteen languages) and Oriental litera
ture and culture should have been employed more effectively.

He was

knighted in 1866 and sworn in as a member of the Privy Council in 1875;
*

v

he resigned from the diplomatic service in 1875 to spend his remaining
years in cultivated leisure. The company he preferred was that of lit
erary men and he continued his studies in Oriental languages, etymology,
and theology, leaving a quantity of notes and fragmentary treatises on
these subjects.

He resided during his later years at the Grange, Old

Windsor, spending the winter months in the south of France. He died in
Paris on the 3rd of June, 1895.

'
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During his life Murray published several books: Travels in
North America (1839), The Prairie-Bird <1844), Hassan: or the Child of
the Pyramids (1857), The Red Indians of Newfoundland (1858), and
Nouredyn; a Persian Tale (1883), A Short Memoir of Mohammed All (1898)
and A Treatise on Hell (1900) were published posthumously.

In addition

to these works, there is the two-volume edition of his writings done by
Edith Murray, containing many unpublished notes, treatises, and remin
iscences. The bulk of this work is on etymology and theology, though
there are many personal letters.
The one work which, while it is not known to a large audience,
will continue to bring great pleasure to any reader fortunate enough to
chance upon it is his narrative Travels in North America. It is a su
perb book by any standard, offering adventure, history, wit, and charm.
The Prairie-Bird. extremely popular in its own day, is not likely ever
again to become leisure reading. Instead, the value and interest to be
found in it must derive from its being viewed from other perspectives.
As an example of the Indian romance, a genre made immortal by James
Fenimore Cooper, which for more than one hundred years has continued to
shape the fiction and at least part of the mind of America, it is both
valuable and interesting. The two works together also offer a unique
opportunity to view the Indian as both reality and romantic ideal.

Ill

By the end of the first half of the nineteenth century, the North
American Indians had become fictional characters in many novels.

Albert

Reiser in The Indian in American Literature (1933) cites Charles Brock*
den Brown as the first American to utilize successfully the Indian in

30
fiction, with Edgar Huntley, or Memoirs of a Sleepwalker (1799).
In
1823 Cooper's famous Leatherstocking series began with the publication
of The Pioneers; James Kirk Paulding's Konlngsmarke also appeared in
that year.

The French novelist Chateaubriand helped to popularize the

Indian as a fictional subject in Atala (1801) and Les Natchez (1827).
Yemassee (1835), a romance of Carolina, was to become the most popular
work of William Gllmore Simms, who followed somewhat in the steps of
James Fenimore Cooper.

Nick of the Woods, or the Jibbenalnosay (1837)

by Dr. Robert Montgomery Bird became one of the outstanding novels of
the century, second in popularity only to the works of Cooper.

Cooper's

Leatherstocking series came to fruition and concluded with The Pathfinder

(1840) and The Deerslayer (1841). There was definitely a market for the
Indian romance.

Charles Augustus Murray, who had associated with writers

all his life, and who had a successful literary work behind him, could
hardly have remained oblivious of the potential which his recent experi*
ence provided for such a market.

30(New

Yorks

Oxford University Press, 1933), p. 33.
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It Is not at all surprising that Murray should have attempted
to enter the ranks of those having made a name for themselves in creating
fictional portraits of the Indian. It is somewhat more surprising to
note the magnitude of the success attained by the three-volume edition
of The Prairie-Bird printed in London in 1844*

That edition was sold

out by the end of the year, and in 1845 a single-volume publication was
printed and issued in London, Edinburgh, and Dublin*
ers printed the first American issue in March of 1846*

Harper and Broth
In the same year

a German translation was printed in Zerbst, Germany, and a French trans
lation in Paris. There were subsequent British editions in 1854, 1857,
and 1874, and in the 1890*s F. Warne and Company published it in New
York and London* In his biography of Murray Sir Herbert Maxwell notes
that the novel was still to be found at railway book stalls in 1898.
In a letter written to Murray in 1844, James Fenimore Cooper congratu
lated him on being "fairly one of the eerps."jl

In Cincinnati, 1848,

the popular novel The Trapper's Bridei or Spirit of Adventure was falsely
announced as being by the author of The Prairie-Bird to gain advantage
of that work's success.

Murray could hardly have been more pleased with

the general reception of the novel. "The British Cooper" was a phrase
often used in referring to its author. In a letter to his sister shortly
after the publication of The Prairie-Bird in 1844, A. Alison, the Scot
tish historian, indicates the kind of popular acclaim which the novel
received s

3*Cooper to Murray, Philadelphia, November 19, 1844.
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We all have been reading with unmixed delight the "Prairie Bird,"
which has more than realised your own eulogium. It has equally
wiled me from Dante and Freddy from "Old Mortality," and the only
annoying thing about reading the work is that the volumes are in
such request by the whole household that there is always a dif
ficulty in getting the one you want. It is wonderful how superior
it is to Mr. Murray's "Travels in America"; this is his true vein.
Many of his descriptions, both at land and sea, are fully equal to
Cooper, and in the delineation of European elegance and refinement
he is greatly his superior. But what strikes me most is the pure
and upright feeling which pervades the work. ... I have seen no
work for years which has taken such a hold of my imagination as it
has done. Elisabeth says every morning at breakfast she feels as
if she had parted with old friends, now that she is no longer with
War Eagle and Wingemund [wingenundf , I hope he will continue to
work the vein he has thus happily found out; for the food of the
fashionable world is pretty nearly exhausted, and it will be a
great thing to get a British Cooper to give us, instead of mawkish
Commonplace, the fresh scenes and deep feelings of the Prairie.32
Alison is obviously too kind to Murray in equating him with Cooper.
Time has indicated that he was in error, but he was correct in making
the comparison, for Murray was definitely, as becomes obvious in reading
the book, an emulator of Cooper. To the detriment of the novel as an
esthetic piece, however, he too consistently exaggerated the worst in
Cooper without attaining the best.

It is interesting to note that Ali

son echoes general sentiment among the British upper class of his day
in implying that Cooper was ineffective in delineating "European ele
gance and refinement."

That Murray should have done so, since his prin

cipal characters are Americans, not Europeans, is consonant to the fact
that Murray is more successful in rendering the sentiment of the novels
of Samuel Richardson and Fanny Burney than he is in capturing the gusto
of frontier life achieved by Cooper when at his best.
How serious Murray was about a literary career can not be deter
mined because he has left no record in regard to that.
32

As Alison

Alison to his sister, 1844, in Maxwell, pp. 199-200.

indicates, he had discovered a rich literary lode, but he did not pur*
sue it. Hi8 subsequent fictional works never achieved the popularity
of this one. He was not to use again an American setting. In a let*
ter to Cooper Murray speaks of barely "having escaped untortured by re*
33
viewers and unscalped by critics!"

How serious he was one does not

know, for such reviews are not available.
is the fact that the novel sold well.

But a more important point

Had he been writing for money

alone, he surely would have continued in the same vein.

According to

Sir Herbert Maxwell in his biography of Murray, The Prairle*Bird had
been professed by Murray to have been written in hope that it would
come into the hands of Elisabeth Wadsworth. Olitipa, the name of the
heroine of the novel, was very similar to a name (Oolita) which Murray
had given Elisabeth, known only to the two of them. The love passages
in the novel were directed to her, sentiments which he was unable to
convey by any more direct means. This personal story, though rather
fabulous, is for the most part true, perhaps completely so, and, cer
tainly, when once divulged, could not but create a romantic legend
furnishing good publicity for the novel*

Since he did not attempt a

second fictional work on the Indian, he apparently was satisfied to
have become the "British Cooper" in this one work.
In his review of The Prairie-Bird in the North British Review
in 1844, J. Moncrieff speaks optimistically of the author's promise
and makes the inevitable comparison between him and Cooper:
It is, certainly, a more than creditable work. In design, it is
a trespass on Cooper's domain, and far, indeed, from being an un
successful one. Among many faults of execution, and the too
33

Murray to Cooper, Cadis, March 11, 1845, in Beard, IV, 490.
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apparent handling of unaccustomed tools, Mr. Murray has produced
one of the most pleasing and interesting works of fiction we have
read for a long time. His materials are much the same as those
of Cooper—Indian forest scenes, and naval warfare and adventure.
We cannot say that in the latter he is particularly happy, as he
too plainly borrows from his predecessor, and the descriptions
generally are those of a man not personally conversant with what
he writes of. But whenever he gets his foot on the prairie, a
new life seems to wake within him. His scenes and characters
assume that air of reality which it is the highest success of
fiction to produce. They are all brought vividly before us, so
that we close the volume as if we are parting from known land
scapes and old friends. The boundless prairie, with its herds
of buffalo, the vast recesses of the forest, the stupendous crags,
and deep torrents; the painted savage, with his ochred cheeks and
flowing scalp-lock, his dignified deportment, his stoical endurance,
and savage spirit of revenge; and she, the fair divinity of the
wild picture—all even down to Nikimi, the half-tamed half-rational
steed of the wilderness, seem like things of real life, which we
should recognize if we ever should encounter them. It is this in
dividuality which gives the book a charm which far more than
counterbalances a great deal that is really weak and commonplace
in the structure and narrative of the story, and makes it, in spite
of many defects, one which, once begun, we feel it impossible to
lay aside.34
The Prairie-Bird is essentially an escape-pursuit adventure
revolving about the romance of the young hero and a white girl raised
by the Delaware Indians. He meets and falls in love with her while
visiting the tribe on the Missouri River prairies. Suspense and action
are provided by a series of anhuscades and skirmishes between the Osage
villains, who kidnap Olitlpa, the heroine, and the noble Delawares, led
by Reginald Brandon, the hero, and his adopted Indian brothers, WarEagle and Wlngenund, the Indian heroes. The villain, Mahega, leader
of the Osages, is in love with Olltipa, who refuses his offer of mar
riage, and he has sworn to kill Brandon, who has disgraced him in cut
ting off his scalp-lock.

Mahega and the Osages flee to the foothills

of the Rocky Mountains to elude their pursuers.
34Vol.

I, 545-559.

After many fierce
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battles and the tragic death of War-Eagle, Olitlpa Is rescued, and she
and Reginald Brandon return to Marietta, Ohio, to be married. There Is
a detailed sub-plot which allows Murray to attempt a sea adventure in
the style of Cooper. The subject of this story is Edward Ethleston,
Reginald's best friend, who is ultimately revealed to be the brother of
Olltipa.

Ethleston is acting as the captain of a light trading vessel

cruising in the Carribean, which is pursued, overtaken, and after the
battle, captured by a French war ship.

He is later held captive by the

captain of the French cruiser, and many scenes ensue In which the daugh
ter of the captor stalks Ethleston, who cannot return her love, since
he is betrothed to the sister of Reginald Brandon.

The girl dies of a

broken heart and Ethleston makes his way back to Marietta and then out
to the Plains to join Reginald.
between another young couple.

A third sub-plot develops a romance

The novel ends with all three couples

happily married,
Murray's characterization and plot are extremely weak if viewed
by the standards of realism. The characters represent instead the beau
ideal often spoken of by Cooper, and the plot is somewhat typical of
the Indian-romance genre to which this novel belongs. Murray never suc
ceeds in creating the thrills and tensions of Cooper, but at times, es
pecially in the death struggle of War-Eagle with a gigantic grizzly
bear, the most critical reader will find himself involved. Murray, un
like Cooper, does not manage to sustain the action in his romance; the
novel is overly long and quite obviously padded.

The many pages devoted

to the sea adventure add nothing to the main plot, and there are far too
many characters involved, many of whom contribute little of importance.
The most tenable element in the novel, by the standards of realism, is
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the setting.

Murray was one of the earliest novelists to use the Kansas

and Nebraska plains as a setting and he was creating it from his own ex
perience.

Cooper, whose novel The Prairie was to become a classic, had

never seen the Plains. Though Murray's landscape is accurate and majes*
tic, it often seems muted and stylized in the manner of a Gainsborough
or Constable painting." "To the westward, the undulations of the prairie,
wrapped in heavy folds of mist, rose in confused heaps, like the waves
of a boundless ocean: to the south, he could just distinguish the lodges
and the smoldering fires of the encampment, whence at intervals, there
fell upon his ear mingled and indistinct sounds, disagreeable perhaps
in themselves, but rendered harmonious by distance, and by their unison
with the wildness of the surrounding objects; while to the eastward lay
a dense and gloomy range of woods, over the summits of whose foliage the
dawning sun was shedding a stream of light."
Those characters drawn from real life include Olitipa, Reginald
Brandon, and Mahega. Olitipa, as has already been indicated, was drawn
from the person of Elizabeth Wadsworth.

According to a footnote in the

1854 edition of Travels in North America, Murray used Patalacharo, the
young chief with whom he had quarreled, as the prototype of Mahega.
Reginald Brandon is obviously drawn from Murray himself. His education
al background and travels are quite similar to Murray's and the tenets
he espouses are definitely those of the author of Travels in North
America.

Like Murray, he spends a summer with an Indian tribe on the

western prairies.

The other characters must be assumed to be the prog

eny of fiction.
To the Cooperian romance Murray adds a number of elements which
are distinctly his own. There is an atmosphere of fundamental religion

pervading the novel in contrast to the "natural" religion of Leatherstocking, who believes religion to be born of the forest rather than the
Bible of the Moravian missionaries, and whose comments on this subject
are often pantheistic in tone. It is quite natural that Paul Muller,
the Moravian missionary, should function with an aura of sanctity, but
to a modern audience Olitipa will appear somewhat unctuous in her holi
ness. Though this element does nothing for the esthetic value of the
novel, it does not seem to have been displeasing to Murray's contempo
rary audience. In his review J. Moncrieff comments that the novel is
"in perfect harmony, not with a transcendental Deism, but with real
Christian feeling. ... We commend his example, and recommend it to
others."
Murray intended his novel to be more than a romance. In addi
tion to telling a tale, he wished to inform his readers. In the preface
to the work itself, with a mock tone of apology, he announces that the
reader is to receive a 'pot-pourri . , . of all the notes, anecdotes,
and observations which he could not conveniently squeeze into[Travels
in North America?. .

and that one of his principal intentions is to

"afford correct information respecting the habits, condition, and char
acter of the North American Indians." Ha supplements the text with co
pious, sometimes detailed footnotes, and the commentary of at least a
dozen authorities on the Indian, He makes a diligent effort to avoid
the errors he had noted in other literature on this subject, and except
for making beaux ideals of War-Eagle and Wingenund, he remains within
the realm of reality in regard to the life of the Indian.

There are a

few errors in the substance of the novel. The trading expedition which
takes Brandon to the Osage country could not have been made, for in
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1799 the Chouteau brothers of St. touts held the trading rights in this
territory by permission of the Spanish government. There were no Moravian missionaries among the Delawares who lived on the Missouri River,
and the Delawares never lived or hunted with the Osages. Though these
are more than minor errors, they hardly negate the authenticity of the
bulk of the novel.
Aside from its value as a novel, The Prairie-Bird was of some
significance to its readers as a source of information on Indian cus
toms and history.

As Sir Herbert Maxwell pointed out forty years after

the first publication of the novel, much of its value was to be found
in Murray's annotations. He had made extensive studies and personal
observations of the Indians.

He had read Heckewelder, James, Charle

voix, Chateaubriand, Colden, Tanner, Mackenzie, Loskiel, Smith, and
Lewis and Clark.

He speaks with authority on the Plains Indian. He

had observed enough of the Indians' skills In tracking to make such a
successful element in the plot, and his knowledge of Indian language
adds much to the novel. These elements help to provide an aura of
authenticity for a work whose fictional qualities are largely derived
from Cooper.
Yet it was not the informative qualities of the novel which
made it popular.

It was the romantic portrait of his Indian heroes

that endeared it to its readers. The extent to which many were capti
vated by Murray's Indians is revealed in J. Moncrieff's review:
War-Eagle and Wingenund are his Indian heroes; and he has cer
tainly succeeded In making the first a noble savage. Nothing can be
in better keeping throughout than the character drawn of this chief.
The native dignity, honour, chivalry, and devotion, the more than
stoical self-control, the noble gleams of light, bursting through
the dark, blood-thirsty, and unquenchable spirit, make it one of
the most truly epic sketches we remember to have met with. . , .
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Our readers inust read and judge for themselves; but we should
hardly care to confess how ouch our sensibilities were moved over
the history of War-Eagle's unrequited love, and his noble conquest
of himself.
Though Murray's setting is one which he knew personally, the
Indians he presents are not the Pawnees with whom he had lived, nor any
counterpart of them.

In Travels In Worth America. Murray writes: "I

have every reason to believe, from all my later inquiries and observa
tions, that, of all the great tribes uncontaminated by civilization . ,.
the most mischievous, treacherous, and savage are ray old friends the
Pawnees."-*5

Ha rebukes those who have romanticized the Indian:

Every hour that I spent with the Indians, impressed upon me the
conviction that I had taken the only method of becoming acquainted
with their domestic habits and their undisguised character. Had I
judged from what I had been able to observe at Fort Leavenworth,
or other frontier places where I met them, I should have known
about as much of them as the generality of scribblers and their
readers, and might, like them, have deceived myself and others
into a belief in their 'high sense of honour*—their openness
and love of truth, and many other qualities which they possess,
if at all, in a very moderate degree.3**
Murray had met George Catlin in St. Louis two months previous to
the time that these statements were made, and Catlin had encouraged him
to make the tour,37 no doubt describing the Indians' life in his usual
romantic fashion.
mind.

Catlin might very wall be one of the men he had in

That another well known person, even more famous for his roman

tic presentation of the Indians was the principal object of Murray's
rancor is certain.

35Travels
36Ibid..

Murray was an ardent admirer and acquaintance of

in North America. II, 328-329.

I, 249.

37George Catlin, Letters and Notes on the Manners. Customs.
and Condition of the North American Indiana (2 vols.; Minneapolis:
Ross and Haines, Ime., 1965), II, 27.
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James Fenimore Cooper, having met that writer at the famed breakfast*
table meetings of Samuel Rogers, the Scottish poet.

He met Cooper again

while traveling on the Hudson in the summer of 1834.

Since Murray was

already planning a tour into the West, they must surely have talked
about the Indians.

The letter from Cooper to Murray in 1844 reveals

the tenor of the conversation which occurred in their second meeting in
the home of Cooper at Cooperstown:
All your degout for the Indians could not overcome that which is
truly herolcal in their character, and . . . you have been obliged
to paint a little en beau will ye, nil ye. I was confoundedly
afraid you were about to throw dirt on some of my pictures, when
I heard you were in the field, for you were in a somewhat savage
frame of mind, yourself, when ve conversed on this subject. Poetry,
thank God, is not necessarily fact, or the world would be filled
with a most miserable set of cantos.
The Indians which both writers present are largely the product
of John Heckewelder, the Moravian missionary who resided among the Delawares in Ohio and Pennsylvania in the latter part of the eighteenth cen
tury.

As he himself indicates in footnotes to his text, Murray used

Heckewelder as his chief source. Cooper was censured at times for hav
ing placed too much credence in the work of Heckewelder, who was him
self castigated by scholars in his own day for the alleged naivete of
38
some of his assertions about the Delawares.

To his critics Cooper

replied (as Murray might have):
It is the privilege of all writers of fiction, more particularly
when their works aspire to the elevation of romances, to present
the beau ideal of their characters to the reader. This it is which
38
Both Murray and Cooper make use of the folklore recorded in
John Heckewelder's An Account of the History, Manners, and Customs of
the Indian Nations Who Once Inhabited Pennsylvania and the Neighboring
States (1819). For an account of Cooper's use of Heckewelder and the
criticism he incurred, see Warren S. Walker, James Fenimore Cooper; an
Introduction and Interpretation ("American Authors and Critics Series";
New York: Barnes and Noble, Inc., 1962), pp. 46-48,
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constitutes poetry, and to suppose that the redman is to be reprasented only in the squalid misery or in the degraded moral state
that certainly more or less belongs to his condition, is, we appre
hend, taking a very narrow view of an author's privileges. Such
criticism would have deprived the world of even Homer.•"
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James Peniraore Cooper, The Peerslayer, or the First War-Path,
Vol. I of The Works of James Fenlmore Cooper, Mohawk Edition (32 vols.;
New York: G. P. Putnam's Sons, 1912), vii.

NOTES TO TEXT

In accordance with the plan drawn up for this study, only those
chapters concerned with Indian and frontier life have been annotated.
It will be seen that the author himself provided a great bulk of notes,
probably to support the statement he made in his preface that it was
one of his principal intentions "to afford correct information respect*
ing the habits, condition, and character of the North American Indians."
These notes are reproduced here with credit to Murray.

Each note or

group of notes referring to a particular page in the text is preceded,
within parentheses, by the page number.

1

FIRST VOLUME
CHAPTER I
i

(Page 2)
Hlurray apparently refers to the Battle of Fallen Timbers in
1794.
2

this curious term most likely refers to the Missouri River

plains.
(Page 3)
3
Marietta was established in 1788.

Murray's description of it

,r:!

seems appropriate for the date of his story.

For a brief history of

this town, see Muriel Campbell Dyar, "Marietta," Historic Towns of the
Western States, ed. Lyman P. Powell (London:

G. P. Putnam's Sons,

1901), pp. 1-30.
(Page 7)
4

It may be necessary to inform some of our English readers,

that a worm fence is a coarse, zigzag railing, common in the new settle
ments of America, where timber is plentiful—Murray.
5
Sainte Genevieve.
CHAPTER V
(Page 31)
^Hunting-knife.
2

3

(Page 32)
2

Anglice, "Interpreter"—Murray.

(Page 33)
Murray himself used such a rifle when he visited the Pawnees
in 1835. For it, see Introduction, above, p. xvi.

^"Coureur des bois," an appellation often given to the Canadian
and half-breed woodsmen—Murray.

(Page 37)
5A

"bac" is a ferry.

(Page 38)
6Hekimi

is the Delaware for "Thunder"—Murray.

In the Delaware language this expression seems applicable to
any large swift animal, as it is given to the elk, the buffalo, etc.—
Murray.

(Page 39)
Q
The horse is not used to the white man's scent.

In Travels in

North America Murray includes a detailed footnote on this subject.
that work, I, 231.

CHAPTER VI

(Page 40)
*Valet de chambre.

See

4
(Page 42)
9
Among the western hunters, any resting-place for the night, or
even where a fire has been made for a mid-day halt, though it may be by
one individual, is commonly called "a camp."

This must be borne in

mind throughout the following tale—Murray.
3
Finne-kinek is a mixture made by the Indians from the inner
bark of the willow pounded small, tobacco, and the dried leaves of the
sumach:

the flavour of this composition is by no means disagreeable:

the word itself is Delaware, but the mixture is in common use among
cany tribes—Murray.
(Page 43)
4
The Delaware* call themselves Lenni-Lenape,—"the ancient or
original people"—Murray.
^Assiniboines—the "stone heaters"—a powerful and warlike
branch of the great Dahcotah or Sioux nation—Murray.
(Page 47)
(>"By-and-by,"

or "soon"—Murray.

(Page 49)
^Tassmanane:
journeys.

a kind of bread made by the Delawares for long

It is made of maize, powdered very fine, and sweetened with

maple sugar—Murray.
(Page 50)
O

"Tah-Belamettenos,"—"No, he is a Wyandot."

This tribe occu

pied the region to the north of Ohio, and the north-west of Ifennsylvania;

5
they spoke a dialect of the Iroquois, and are better known by the name
of Hurons; they sometimes hunted with the Delawores, by whom they were
designated as above—Murray.

CHAPTER VII

(Page 53)
•^Southern-men—in the Delaware language Cha-oua-no or Shawano—
known to the Americans as "Shavmees."

This powerful tribe were general*-

ly in alliance with the Lenape, and inhabited the country on their west>
ern frontier.

About the time of our tale, they were very numerous on
. 2

the banks of the Muskingum and of the Wabash River—Murray.

2
Kengwe, or Mingoesthe Delaware name for those Indians who
resided chiefly in the northern States of the Union, and who are better
.-iiv
known as the "Iroquois"—Murray.

(Page 54)
3
"Master Reginald," might well puzzle the chief, as there is no
letter jr in the Delaware language, though some of them contrive to pro
nounce it.
"Netis" signifies, in their tongue, "a trusted friend," "one to
whom all secrets are confided"—Murray.

(Page 55)
^General St. Clair, first governor of the Northwest Territory,
in 1791, as major-general in the United States Army, conducted a cam
paign against the Miami Indians.

On November 4, he was thoroughly

routed by Little Turtle in one of the most severe defeats ever inflicted
on white men by Indians.

6

(Page 57)
"*The village was called Gnaden-Hutten—"tents," or "Cabins of
grace"—Murray.
^This massacre occurred March 7, 1782.
Zeisberger in Diary of David Zeisberger;

According to David

A Moravian Missionary among

the Indians of Ohio, trans, and ed. Eugene F. Bliss (Cincinnati: Robert
Clarke and Co., 1885), 78-82, ninety-six Indians were killed in this
incident occurring March 7, 1782.

For this, see also Paul A. M.Wallace,

(ed.), Thirty Thousand Miles with John Heekewelder (Pittsburgh:

Univer*

sity of Pittsburth Press, 1958), pp. 189-200; and W. H. Howell, "Gnaddenhutten," Atlantic Monthly, XXIII, (January, 1869), 95-115.
(Page 58)
''Every Indian tribe has its peculiar mark or sign; among all
the nations of the far-west, the Sioux, or Dahcotahs, are designated
by passing the hand across the throat, as if cutting it—Murray.
Q

A panther is so called by the western hunters—Murray.
CHAPTER VIII

(Page 70)
*In the Western States, the rhododendron is generally called
the laurel—Murray.
CHAPTER IX
(Page 78)
^Alluding again to the massacre of the Moravian Delawares at
"Gnadenhutten"—Murray.

7
CHAPTER XII
(Page 98)
1According

to the DAE, this phrase arose from the eminence of

the early Philadelphia bar.

A "Philadelphia lawyer" was one of out-

standing ability in matters involving fine points and technicalities.
CHAPTER XV
(Page 132)
*In 1799, under the aegis of the Spanish government the Chouteau
brothers controlled the fur-trading business with the Osage.

They had

a monopoly on all trade in this area for a number of years.

It was not

until 1804 that the United States came into possession of Louisiana; at
that time Americans began to speculate in fur trade.

Even had Colonel

Brandon invested in a fur-trade company, he would not be sending out
his own men on such an expedition, since each fur-trade company had its
professional staff.

See Richard E. Oglesby, "The Fur Trade as Business,"

The Frontier Re-examined, ed. John Francis McDermott (Chicago:

Univer

sity of Illinois Press, 1967), pp. 111-127.
CHAPTER XVII
(Page 149)
Hlestang, a horse bred between the wild and the tame breeds:
they are sometimes to be met with among the traders to Santa Fe--Murray.

(Page 152)
2Murray

could not have met Daniel Boone, since Daniel Boone

died in 1820, and Murray did not visit America until 1834.

He is in

correct in stating that Boone was residing in this area at this time,

8

for he did not move to Missouri until the fall of 1799.
less, Daniel Boone (Harrisburg, Pennsylvania:

See John Bake-

Stackpole Company, 1939),

p. 361.
(Page 153)
3
The Pawnee nations have of late years fixed their winter vil
lages on the banks of the Nebraska, or Platte river, many hundred miles
to the N. W. of the spot named in the text; but at the date of our nar
rative they dwelt on the banks of the Konsas )_Kansas( , where the ruins
of their principal village are still faintly to be discerned—Murray.
(Page 154)
4Murray is referring here to a trading post and settlements
which were not established until 1821, by Francois Chouteau, known then
as "Chouteau's Landing." See Merrill J, Mattes, "The Jumping-Off Places
on the Overland Trail," The Frontier Re-examined, p. 31.
never lived or hunted with the Osage.

The Delawares

The tribe most closely associated

with the Delawares at this time was the Shawnee.

This area was origi

nally the home of the Osage, and they would naturally have regarded im
migrant tribes as interlopers.

For the Delaware migrations, see John

R. Swanton, The Indian Tribes of North America ("Bureau of American
Ethnology Bulletins," No. 145; Washington, D. C., 1952), p. 54.
-*No place known as "Elk Flats" is to be found in the accounts
of travelers visiting this area at this time.

In Edwin James, Account

of an Expedition from Pittsburgh to the Rocky Mountains, Performed in
the Years 1819 and '20 • . . under the Command of Major Stephen H. Long,
Vols. XIV-XVII of Early Western Travels, 1748-1846, ad., Reuben Gold

9
Thwaites (Cleveland;

Arthur H. Clark Co., 1904-1907), XIV, 137, the

Grand River is said to have been at that time, in general, not more
than a foot deep.

This particular stream should not be confused with

the much larger Grand River which flows into the Missouri from the
northwestern part of Missouri.
CHAPTER XVIII
(Page 156)
*The name of Tamenund is doubtless familiar to all Americans
who have taken the slightest interest in the history of the Indian
tribes, as well as to that more numerous class who have read the graphic
and picturesque descriptions penned by the great American novelist;
nevertheless, it may be necessary, for the information of some European
readers, to state, that Tamenund was an ancient Lenape chief, whose
traditionary fame is so great in the tribe, that they have from time to
time given his name to chiefs, and even to white men whom they desired
especially to honour.

At the time of the revolutionary war, so numerous

were the traditions and legends respecting this hero, that he was in
some quarters established as the patron saint of America, under the
name of St. Tammany; and hence arose the Tammany societies and Tammany
buildings in various parts of the Union.—See Heekewalder's

)Hecke-

welder'sj Historical Account of the Indian Nations, chapt. XI., and The
Last of the Mohicans, vol, iii. p. 152. etc.—Murray.
(Page 159)
^The tribe called by white-men "the Foxes," who inhabit chiefly
the region betweeii the Upper Mississippi, and Lake Michigan.—Murray.

10
(Page 161)
3
In describing the manners and distinctions of rank among the
Indians of the Missouri plains, it is necessary to adopt the terms in
common use among the guides and traders, however vague and unsatisfactory those terms may be. In these tribes the chieftainship is partly
hereditary and partly elective: there is usually one Great Chief, and
there are also chiefs of a second degree, who are chiefs of different
bands in the tribe; next to these in rank are the "Braves," the leading
warriors of the nation; and in order to be qualified for admission into
this rank, an Indian must have killed an enemy or given other sufficient
evidence of courage and capacity. When a war-council is held, the opin
ion of the principal Brave is frequently preferred before that of the
chief—Murray.

(Page 163)
^Missions were not established among the Osage until 1821, when
two Presbyterian missions were begun under the auspices of the United
Foreign Missionary Society. There were no Moravian missionaries among
the Delawares while they were living in Missouri.

When the Delawares

were later settled in Kansas, Moravian missionaries did accompany them.
See Frederick Webb Hodge (ed.), Handbook of American Indians North of
Mexico (2 vols.; New York; Pageant Books, 1960) I, 881-888.

"'"Medicine-men." This term (commonly used by traders among the
Indians beyond the Mississippi) signifies the "priests," or "mysterymen," who are set apart for the celebration of all religious rites and
ceremonies. They are the same class as those who were described by
Charlevoix, and other early French writers, as "Jongleurs," because

11

they unite medical practice to their sacerdotal office, and, more es
pecially in the former, exercise all manner of absurd mummery.

Their

dress, character and habits vary according to the tribe to which they
belong; but they are genuine "Jongleurs" throughout--Murray.

(Page 164)
^The Indians were contemptuous of those guests who were unable
to match their own gastronomic feats.

For graphic accounts of the ex

periences of guests at Indian feasts consult:

Charles Augustus Murray,

Travels in North America. I, 231-232, 281-282; Prince Paul Wilhelm, Duke
of Wurttemberg, First Journey to North America in the Years 1822 to
1824. trans. William G. Bek ("South Dakota Historical Collections,"
Vol. XIX; 1938), 7-462, 427-428; Victor Tixier, Tlxier's Travels on the
Osage Prairies, trans. Albert J. Salvan, ed. John Francis McDermott
(Norman, Okla.:

University of Oklahoma Press, 1940), pp. 134-136.

VOLUME II

CHAPTER I

(Page 166)
*In Travels in North America, I, 236-237, Murray gives a superb
description of his first night in the Pawnee village.

(Page 170)
2
"See Schiller's "Bride of Messina"—Murray.

CHAPTER II

(Page 178)
^Murray implies that it was Heckewelder who began the Moravian
ministry among the Indians, which is not true.

Both David Zeisberger

and Christian Frederick Post worked as missionaries among the Delawares
long before Heckewelder began his service with the Moravians in 1763 as
a messenger for them.

The ministry had begun as early as 1740 (DAB),

Heckewelder, who showed unusual capacity for understanding the Indians'
language and customs, later wrote his Account of the History, Manners,
and Customs of the Indian Rations Who Once Inhabited Pennsylvania and
the Neighboring States (1819).

(Page 181)

2
Murray's use of the Delaware and Osage languages sometimes de
viates from the vocabularies presented by standard authorities, but it
is, in general, phonetically correct. For this, see Daniel Garrison
12

13

Brinton and Rev. Albert Seqaqkind Anthony (ed., with additions by them,
from an anonymous MS), A Lenape-English Dictionary (Philadelphia: The
State Historical Society of Pennsylvania, 1888); Francis La Flesche, A
Dictionary of the Osage Language ("Bureau of American Ethnology Bulle
tins," No. 109; Washington, D. C., 1932); and David Zeisberger, Zeisberger's Indian Dictionary, English. German, Iroquois—the Onondaga and
Algonquin—the Delaware; Printed from the Original Manuscript in Har
vard College Library (Cambridge, Mass.: J. Wilson and Son, 1887).

CHAPTER IV

(Page 206)
Every warrior belonging to the Lenape, Saukee, and all the
branches of the great Chippewyan tribe, believes himself to be under
the mysterious guardianship of some spirit, usually represented under
the form of an animal.

This is called his "totem," and is held sacred

by him: thus, a warrior whose totem is a tortoise, or a wolf, or even
a snake, will cautiously abstain from injuring or killing one of those
animals—Murray.

(Page 207)

2
Anglice, "the pipe"—Murray.

CHAPTER V

(Page 214)
*0sage name for themselves.

(Page 216)
2
An allusion to the fondness of bears for honey occurs more
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than once In this tale, and will be met with in some shape or other In
most works which treat of that animal's habits and propensities:

that

such is the case in Europe, as well as in North America, may be gathered
from the fact that, in the Russian tongue, a bear is called "Med-vede,"
which word is thus formed: roed,

honeyj vede, who knows:

"He who knows

honey"--Hurray.
CHAPTER VI
(Page 227)

*The buffalo robes worn by the Osages, as well as by some other
Missouri tribes, are variously ornamented and painted with devices
Some of these refer to war, some to marriage, some to medicine or mys
tery; these last are generally worn at councils, on which occasions a
chief who has some important subject to propose, frequently adds to the
paint on his face, some streaks corresponding to the devices on his buf
falo robe—Murray.
(Page 228)
2

In the performance of the war-dance among the Indians of the

Missouri, the tread of the dancers is guided by a monotonous chaunt,
sung by some of the Medicine-men, and accompanied by the beat of a small
drum of the rudest construction, and most barren dismal tone.

It is

generally nothing more than a dried skin, stretched upon a wooden frame
hollowed out with a knife by the squaws--Murray.
(Page 229)
3

The Indian names for the rivers now called "Konsas" and "Osage,"

both of which fall into the Missouri—Murray.

15
^Anglice, Long-knives, or Araaricans-«Murray.

5
Mahega here alludes to that unfortunate era In the history of
the Lenape, so pathetically described by Heckewalder, when they permit
ted themselves to be persuaded by the whites to abandon all their war
like weapons and pursuits, and following those of agriculture, to leave
the affairs of war entirely to the northern tribes, who guaranteed their
safety.

The consequence was such as might have been expected, they

were treated with contumely and injustice; and being compelled at length
to resume those arms to which they had been for some time unaccustomed,
they suffered repeated defeats and disasters from the "six nations,"
and adjoining tribes--Murray.

Murray is repeating Delaware folklore

which he obtained from Heckewelder's book, previously mentioned.

Hecke-

welder was denounced by many scholars for his acceptance of Indian leg
end as historical fact.

See "The Indians," North American Review, XXII

(January, 1826), 66-73.

Both Murray and James Fenimore Cooper used

Heckewelder extensively in portraying the Delawares.

For Cooper's con

flict with Governor Cass and other critics on this issue, see Albert
Reiser, The Indian in American Literature (New York;

Oxford University

Press, 1933), pp. 103-107.
^The Mississippi is so called by the Osages—Murray
(Page 234)
^After their first meeting, in which Reginald had saved the
life of War-Eagle, the latter had adopted his new friend, not only as
a brother, but as a member of that portion of his tribe who were called
Unami, and of which the turtle was the medicine, or sacred symbol; after
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the ratification of such a covenant of brotherhood, each party is, ac
cording to Indian custom, solemnly bound to defend the other, on all
occasions, at the risk of his own life--Murray.
CHAPTER VII
(Page 243)
*The Sioux, or Dahcotahs, are so designated by the Missouri
tribes--Murray.
(Page 244)
2

Wampum, a corruption of the word "Wampampea," small shells

strung together, and used by the Indians for barter among themselves;
a belt of wampum is the emblem of peace, as the hatchet, or tomahawk,
is that of war—Murray.
(Page 246)
3
The North Star is often alluded to by the Indian tribes, under
this and other similar denominations—Murray.
(Page 255)
^In 1789 by permission of the Spanish government, about one-half
of the Delaware tribe moved from Ohio to settle on the Missouri River
in the area now known as Missouri.

Shortly after the turn of the cen

tury they moved to Arkansas and settled on the western banks of the
Mississippi River.

By 1820 they had migrated into Texas.

In 1835 the

Delawares were gathered onto a government reservation in Kansas, just
north of the Kansas River.

Murray must be alluding here to the remnant

of the tribe which had remained in Indiana between the White and Ohio
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Rivers.

This group, however, did not constitute a majority of the

tribe, for the greater part of the Delawares not moving to Missouri had
moved into Canada.

See Clark Wissler, Indians of the United States

(Garden City, New York: Doubleday, Doran and Company, Inc., 1944),
pp. 69-72.

CHAPTER VIII

(Page 258)
"An expression used by the Canadian hunters for an ambush:

the

"cache" is also familiar to all readers of western story, as the place
of deposit for peltries, or stores—Murray.

(Page 259)
2

The country of the Stone-eaters, or, as they are called in

their own language, the Assineboins. This is a branch of the great
Sioux tribe to the northward of the Missouri River; the region is pecu
liarly wild and broken, and the Indians inhabiting it are famous for
their pedestrian activity and endurance—Murray.
3
Pomraes de prairie are small roots somewhat resembling white
radishes, that are found in great abundance in the Western wilderness,
being in some places the only esculent vegetable within a range of sev
eral hundred miles:

when eaten raw they are tough, tasteless, and hard

of digestion; but if boiled or stewed, are tolerably palatable and
wholesome--Murray.
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CHAPTER IX
(Page 266)
*A mixture used for smoking by the Indians of the Missouri; it
is usually composed of tobacco, dried sumach-leaf, and the inner bark
of the white willow, cut small and mixed in nearly equal proportionsMurray.
(Page 269)
2

The Indians believe that some persons have the power of injuring,

or even of killing others at a distance of many hundred mile6, by charms
and spells:

this belief in witchcraft is constantly noticed by Tanner

and others, who have resided long among the Indians, and it seems to
have been especially prevalent among the Oggibeways and other northern
tribes.

In illustration of a similar notion in the eastern hemisphere,

see Borrow's "Zincali, or the Gypsies of Spain," vol. i. chap. ix. on
the Evil Eye--Murray.
(Page 270)
3
This method of baffling pursuit is not unfrequently resorted
to by the Indian marauders.

The reader of Shakespeare (and who that

can read is not?) will remember Lear's
"It were a delicate strategem to shoe
A troop of horse with felt!"—Murray.
(Page 272)
4
There was no cathedral in St. Louis until 1818, when the old
log church was replaced by a brick edifice.

While in St. Louis in 1.835,

Murray made a special visit to view the famous St. Louis Cathedral (now
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known as the "Old Cathedral") but It was not constructed until 1832.
See William Hyde and Howard L. Conard (eds.), Encyclopedia of the History of St. Louis <4 vols.; St. Louis: Southern History Company, 1879),
X, 322.

CHAPTER X

(Page 275)
•^One of the most extraordinary specimens of the ingenuity of
the tribes who inhabit the Great Missouri wilderness, and who speak many
languages, so different that they can have with each other no verbal
communication, is the language of Signs, common to them all, by which
Pawnees, Dahcotahs, Osages, Black-feet, Upearokas, or the Crows and
other Western nations, can understand each other quite sufficiently for
the ordinary purposes of their simple life.

The sign for "all right"

is made by holding the hand with the palm downwards, in a horizontal
position, and waving it slowly outwards—Murray.

(Page 277)
2

It is well known that every tribe has its separate war-cry;

that of the Dahcotahs resembles the short angry bark of a dog, but they
utter it with a piercing shrillness that renders it terrific in the
extreme—Murray.

(Page 279)
3
This exclamation resembles the English word "Row-how," repeated
with a strong aspirate and greet rapidity.

It seems common to all Indian

nations, for the author has heard it used by many different tribes, and
it is mentioned by Charlevoix as being constantly uttered by the Natchez,
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Illinois, and other Indian nations, then dwelling near the banks of the
Mississippi--Murray.

(Page 285)
4Aricara. This tribe is by descent a branch of the great Paw
nee nation, to whose language their own still bears a close resemblance;
they are usually known among western travellers by the name of Riccarees,
and the French call them "Les Ris;" they are a very predatory, wild, and
thievish race—Murray,

CHAPTER XII
(Page 298)
^Murray's geography is at fault here. There is no "Ozark Range"
in this area.

The word "Ozark" is a contraction of the French "Aux

Arkansas"—"of the Arkansas"—which would hardly be appropriate for the
area designated in the text, which is the vicinity where Nebraska, Wyo
ming, and Colorado border one another. The "Black Hills" referred to
are those in the area of Laramie, Wyoming, rather than those of South
Dakota.

(Page 307)
n

The Indians of the Missouri constantly carry a short whip of
bull or cow-hide suspended from their wrist, with which, when in pursuit
of buffalo or any other game, they lash their horses most unmerci&lly —
Murray. His use of the word "constantly" creates some doubt. That they
would use such a whip in the buffalo chase is reasonable, but among the
many extant portraits of these Indians there are very few which include
whips.
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CHAPTER XIII

(Page 308)
^Upsaroka, the Indian name of the tribe usually designated in
Rocky Mountain travels as the "Crows," a fierce roving nation, who were
then, as.they still are, at deadly enmity with their neighbors the Bladefeet, and agree with them only in the propensity to plunder or kill white
men, whenever opportunity offers--Murray.

(Page 310)
2
By this name the milky way is known among some of the Indian
tribes—Murray.

(Page 320)
"^Merchant of Venice, act v--Murray.

CHAPTER XIV

(Page 329)
*In the travels of Major Long, and others, who have described
the Indians of the Far-western prairies, the "brave" who leads a warparty is usually designated a "partisan"—Murray.

2It has before been mentioned, that among the roving tribes of
the Great Missourian wilderness every one has its distinctive national
sign:

these are well known to each other, and to white men who are ex

perienced in the life of the Far-west: the sign mentioned in the text
is that adopted by the Upsarokas, as they intend, by the motion of their
extended arms to imitate the wings of a crow in flight.

The Sioux,

Black-feet, Pawnees, Snakes, Aricaras, Comanches, etc., have all their
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distinctive national signs; but an enumeration of them would be tedious,
and out of place here—Murray.

(Page 335)

3

The "war-post" is used as a kind of "stage prop" in recreating

scenes of battle. The warrior recreates all his great blows inflicted
upon the enemy by striking the post and reciting his achievements,

CHAPTER XV

(Page 34A)
*lt is unnecessary to inform the reader that neither the date
nor the description of this solar eclipse is intended to challenge sci*
entific criticism. Merely the general features are preserved of that
kind of solar eclipse which is termed "annular," and which takes place
when the eclipse, though central, is not total, on account of the moon
not being near enough to hide the whole of the sun, in which case part
of the latter is seen as a bright ring round the part hidden by the
moon—Murray,

(Page 346)
^When a trail is made by a party on a march, the grass is of
course trodden down in the same direction as that in which they are
going.

A party travelling along it from the opposite quarter, are said

to take the back*foot of the trail.

The author heard the expression

used by an experienced Western hunter, but is not aware whether it is
in common use; at all events it explains its own meaning significantly
enough—Murray.
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CHAPTER XVI
(Page 350)
*The writers which Murray lists here are the chief sources for
his commentary on Indian customs and history.

The following list of

works are most likely those which Murray had read as background material
for The Prairie-Bird. In many instances in both text and footnotes, he
has cited these particular works: Lettres Edifiantes et Curieuses,
Ecrites des Missions Etrangeres par quelques Mlssionaires de Jesus (32
vols.j Paris, 1702-1776) [Only certain volumes of this work pertain to
the American Indians.

The work went through numerous editions in prac

tically every European language} ; Pierre Francois Xavier de Charlevoix,
Journal of a Voyage to Mforth America (2 vols., London, 1761); Cadxrallader
Colden, The History of the Five Indian Hations Depending on the Province
of Mew York In America (New York, 1727); John Tanner, A Narrative of
the Captivity and Adventures of John Tanner (New York, 1830); Alexander
Mackenzie, Voyages from Montreal, on the River St. Lawrence, through
the Continent of North America, to the Frozen and Pacific Oceans; in
the Years 1789 and 1793 (London, 1801); John G. E. Heckewelder, An Ac
count of the History. Manners, and Custom? of the Indian Nations Who
Once Inhabited Pennsylvania and the Neighboring States (Philadelphia,
1819); George Henry Loskiel, History of the Mission of the United Breth
ren among the Indians in North America (3 vols., London, 1794); William
Smith, An Historical Account of the Expedition Against the Ohio Indians
in 1764 under the Command of Henry Bouquet. Esq. (Philadelphia, 1766);
Meriwether Lewis and William Clark, History of the Expedition under the
Command of Captains Lewis and Clark, to the Sources of the Missouri,

f
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thence across the 'Aociiy Mountains and down the River Columbia to the
Pacific Ocean, ed. Nicholas Biddle (2 vols.; Philadelphia, 1814)} Zdwin
James, work cited above.

(Page 351)
2

In Tixier's Travels on the Osage Prairies, pp. 142»143, Victor

Tixier offers similar sentiments on the efficiency of the Indian council.

(Page 358)
3
The herbs mingled by the Indians with a small proportion of
tobacco, are frequently of a light and fragrant flavour; sometimes too
they have some narcotic properties. In order fully to enjoy their qual*
ities after the Indian fashion, the smoker must inhale the smoke by the
mouth and expel it through the nostril, in which operation the nerves
and small vessels of the latter experience a pungent sensation, which
some consider highly agreeable, and is not unlike that which is caused
by a pinch of mild or perfumed snuff—Murray.

VOLUME III

CHAPTER I

(Page 372)
*It may well be supposed that the horses used by the Indians on
the prairie are never shod.

The palfrey of Olitipa had probably been

procured from some Mexican trader—Murray.

(Page 378)
2Among some of the North American tribes it is the custom for
an Indian entering into a solemn obligation, to place his hand against
the thigh of the party to whom he makes the premise; and this usage has
in several instances been triumphantly quoted by those authors who have
laboured to prove the descent of the North-American Indians from the
lost tribes of Israel:

the origin and meaning of the custom, which is

as ancient as the time of Abraham (Gen. xxiv. 2.), are both involved in
great obscurity:

sundry explanations have been attempted by learned

commentators of different ages and nations; the Jewish writings of the
highest authority, such as the Targum of Jerusalem, and that of Jonathan
Ben Uzziel, derive it from the covenant of Circumcision, to which they
maintain its symbolic analogy by arguments which it is unnecessary here
to produce.

Adam Clarke, in his Commentary, leans to this view, but

does not offer any conclusive reasoning in support of it.

Bishop

Patrick, following the learned Calmet, describes this usage as an an
cient sign of subjection and homage prevalent throughout the East; and
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Locke mentions it as being "practised by some Indians to this day"—
Murray.

(Page 379)
^It is a frequent custom among the Missouri Indians to sketch
upon the interior of a bison-robe the various battles in which they
have fought and conquered—Murray.

(Page 383)
^As the Great Spirit is designated by the Delawares, Chippaways,
Sakis, and other tribes on this side of the Mississippi by the name of
"Manitto," or "Manitou," familiar to every reader of Transatlantic trav
el or romance, so is he known among the Osages, Omahaws, loways, and
other Missouri tribes, by the designation of Wah-con-da, or "Master of
Life"—Murray.

(Page 385)
^This scene is the recreation of an incident which occurred
during Murray's residence among the Pawnees, except that it was not an
Indian but he who had such an experience.
trampled his friend Vernunft.

The horse later threw and

See Introduction, above, p. xxii.

CHAPTER III

(Page 405)
*The various methods of counting adopted by the western tribes
are curious in the extreme; some reckon chiefly by fives, and among
these an expression equivalent to "hands and feet" signifies "twenty;"
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in one language the number eight is expressed b y a word meaning six
with two; in another by a word signifying ten without two:

in fact

some very interesting illustrations of their language and modes of
thought might be drawn from an accurate investigation of their numerals,
but they would be entirely out of place in a work of fiction—Murray.

(Page 406)
2Tobacco

is extremely scarce, and highly valued among the west

ern tribes; at the close of the last century it was probably unknown
among the Crows, so that we must suppose that the horse-dealer produced
this present from his own stores, and for purposes bast known to him
self—Murray,

(Page 416)
Some of the Indian warriors when leading a war-party carry a
shrill whistle, wherewith they direct the movements of their followers.
These whistles vary as to their form and ornament, according to the
tribe to which the leader belongs.

Those which the author has seen in

most frequent use were made from the bone of the wild turkey's leg, and
were fancifully adorned with stained porcupine quills—Murray.

CHAPTER IV

(Page 428)
"It was at one time currently rumoured among the trappers of
the Rocky Mountains, that a Crow warrior had found and killed a white
bison-bull, the skin of which he wore as a robe. The story, whether
true or false, is adopted here, and assigned to the husband of "Bending
W11low"--Murray.
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CHAPTER V
(Page 436)
11

Angry airt," the quarter whence the angry wind was blowing—

Murray.
2She1ter--Murray.

(Page 437)
Farm-buildings--Murray.
(Page 439)
^Cry or weep—Murray.
5Whipped

child--Murray,

(Page 440)
^Lark—Murray.
7

Sorrow--Murray.

JGoasip--Murray.

q

Chattar--Murray.
CHAPTER VI

(Page 454)
*At the date of this tale the use of fire-arms was very little
known among the tribes in the neighbourhood of the Rocky Mountains; and
in most of their languages, to this day, the words by which they express
"a rifle," signify, usually "medicine-weapon," "wonderful fire-weapon,"
"fire-tube," etc, etc,—Murray,
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CHAPTER VII

(Page 462)
•'•The Arkansas—Murray.

(Page 463)
2Siaa11-pox— Murray.

(Page 464)
3
It has before been mentioned that the division and notation of
time vary extremely in the Indian tribes; those who have had much com
merce with the Whites have coined words answering to what we denominate
hours; but the tribes of the Far-western prairies usually express the
successive periods of the night by resting the cheek upon the hand in a
recumbent posture, and then, holding up the forefinger and thumb in the
form of a crescent, they show, by the number of motions which they make
in pointing to the sky, the number of hours or watches after nightfall
which they wish to indicate—Murray.

(Page 475)
"'Xenophon—Murray.

CHAPTER VIII

(Page 482)
^To some who have read the descriptions of bear-hunts in Norway
and Russia it may appear neither wonderful nor unusual that a single
hunter should kill a full-grown bear; but it must be borne in mind, that;
the bear of the north of Europe bears about the same proportion to a
grisly bear of the Rocky Mountains (Uraus horribilis) as a panther does
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to a Bengal tiger.

The grisly bear is not only the largest and most

ferocious of his species, but his tenacity of life is so remarkable that
he frequently runs a considerable distance and survives some hours after
receiving several balls through the lungs, head, and heart.

On this

account it is never safe for the most experienced marksman to attack
him alone, unless there be some tree or place of safety at hand, for
the grisly bear cannot or will not climb a tree; and some idea of the
animal's strength may be formed from the fact, attested by many credible
witnesses, that, after killing a bison, he will frequently drag the
carcase some distance to his lair.

For descriptions and anecdotes of

the grisly bear, see Lewis and Clark's Expedition to the Rocky Mountains,
and Major Long's ditto.

A feat almost similar to that recorded in the

text was performed some years ago by an Iroquois, one of the last of
his tribe, and who, though grievously wounded, survived.

The Author

saw this Indian hero arrive at St. Louis in a canoe, containing only
himself and a boy, they having descended the Missouri for more than 1500
nlles in their frail berk; end having passed in their perilous voyage
the villages of Crows, Riccarees, Sioux, Black-feet, and other predatory
tribes--Murray.

CHAPTER IT
(Page 491)
*0f all the Indian nations who inhabit the wild regions near
the base of the Rocky-Mountain range, t:ba most fierce and powerful are
the Black-feet. Few, if any white men have penetrated into the heart of
their country, and returned to tell their tale. Very little is known,
therefore, either of their customs or language: and It may not be
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uninteresting for the reader to be informed, that every particular men
tioned respecting them in this volume, was obtained direct from a Frendi
trader, who had been permitted to marry a Black-foot wife, and had re
sided nineteen years among them. The construction of their language is
very remarkable, and some account of it would doubtless be gladly re
ceived by philologists; but such a subject cannot be treated in a work
like the present.

With respect to the words referred to in the text,

it will be seen that they show the synthetic nature of the language,
"nama" being the root, and signifying a weapon. Hence came "suksinama,"
rifle; literally, "heavy-weapon;" "Saksinaraa," pistol; literally,
"light-weapon;" "nahtovinama," wonderful. or medicine-weapon; and "nitsinama," literally, useless weapon; which latter name has probably been
given to the bow, since the Black-feet have learnt the superior efficacy
of firearms—Murray.

(Page 492)
2
It may not be generally known to European readers, that the

arrows used by the western Indians are of two sorts. The hunting-arrow.
which has a head tapering in the form of an acute lozenge, and firmly
secured to the shaft, so as to be easily withdrawn from a wound, and
the war-arrow, sometimes poisoned, but always barbed like a fish-hook,
and having its head so slightly fastened to the shaft, as to remain in
fixed in the wound when the wood is pulled out—Murray.
(Page 499)
^Tha name by which the Black-feet are generally known among the
Crows is "echipeta." In their own tongue they call themselves "Siksikaga;" both words having the signification of Black-feet. They are
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divided into three bands, the largest of which is called by the generic
name above mentioned, as being that of the tribe; the other two bands
are called "Pieean" or "Piegan" (the meaning of which word is not known
to the Author) and "Ka-in-na" or "Bloody-men," which last are held to
be the most fierce and formidable of the three--Murray.

CHAPTER X
(Page 514)
•'•The Missouri is here alluded to, the ancient name of which,
"Pekitanoui," signifies "muddy water" in the language of the Illinois,
once a most powerful tribe, dwelling near its confluence with the Mis
sissippi. They have since given a name to one of the states of the
Union, but not one of the tribes survives at this day. Some antiquari
ans think that they were formerly a branch of the great nation of the
Delawares (a supposition confirmed by the resemblance of their name,
Il-lenni, to that of the Lenni-Lenape); one half of which remained on
the great prairies bordering the Mississippi, while the other half over
ran, and finally occupied, the greater portion of country between the
Ohio and the Atlantic—See Charlevoix, etc.--Murray.

(Page 515)
/

2These

and many other particulars respecting the Six Nations,

the Author had from the lips of a veteran, who was carried off as a
child by the Senecas when they sacked Wyoming. He was adopted into
'if

their tribe, awl lived with them the greater part of his life, during
f

1 '

a portion of which he acted for them in the capacity of interpreter and
Indian agent; afterwards he retired to spend a vigorous and green old
/'
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age in the western part of the state of New York, He always spoke with
affectionate enthusiasm of his adopted kindred, and it was easy to see
that the white man's blood in his veins circulated through an Indian
heart. Those who wish to know more of the early history of the Five
Nations are referred to the accurate and interesting account given of
them by Colden--Murray. The man spoken of here is identified in Travels
in North America as Captain Jones. Murray met him in the Genesee Valley
of northwestern New York in 1836. See Vol. II, 328-32'>, of that work
for him,
(Page 516)
3
The Minnetarees—Murray.
(Page 517)
^The celebrated "Lettres Edifiantes"—Murray. Full title given
above, n. 1, p. 23.
CHAPTER XI
(Page 538)
*Tn the greater number of the Indian languages known on the
North American continent, the Supreme Being is designated by a name
bearing one of the three following significations:—
1. "Great, or Good Spirit;" such is the "Manitou," "Manitto,"
"Kitche-Manitou," etc, of the Delawares, Chippeways, Sakis, Pottawatcmtis,
and most of the Algonkin tribes.
2. "The Wonderful, or Wonderful Spirit," by which name He is des
ignated among most of the tribes resident on the banks of the Missouri;
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e.g.

"Wahcondah" by the Otoes and Omahaws, "Wahcatunca" by the Dahco-

tahs, "Ma-na-kopa" by the Minneterees, etc.
3.

"Master of Life," which is the signification of the name by

which the Almighty is recognised among the Pawnees, and many other num
erous and powerful tribes*

The subject is too comprehensive to be more

than briefly alluded to in this place—Murray.

CHAPTER XIII

(Page 563)
1
See ante, p. 221—Murray.

SUPPLEMENTARY CHAPTER

(Page 577)
''The Delawares established no permanent villages in Missouri.
See above, n. 4, p. 16.
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